
23425 SonLink DAC

• Dedicated DAC for Sonos Connect / ZP90

• Fits perfectly under Sonos unit

• Astounding sound quality 

• High-end audio circuitry and components

• Perfect for music lovers

DAC TI PCM5102

Frequency response 10Hz — 20kHz, ±0.1dB

Total Harmonic Distortion + Noise 0.002%

Signal-to-noise ratio (A –Weighted) 106dB (24-bit)

Line output level 2.15Vrms

Supported sample rates 44.1kHz, 48kHz, 88.2kHz, 
96kHz, 192kHz

Bit depth 16-bit, 24-bit

Power requirements 0.7W max (PSU supplied)
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23425

• Simple installation, zero configuration

SonLink

The SonLink will be available from authorised Arcam dealers in the first quarter of 2013.

• De-jitters incoming data

Arcam’s critically acclaimed rSeries has given music lovers a simple way to improve the sound of a 
whole variety of different audio sources. The digital to analogue (DAC) engineering experience that 
the Arcam engineering team have brought to bear on this stunning range of products has delivered a 
new level of audio performance for thousands of music lovers. 

Arcam believe that it shouldn’t matter which source you choose for your digital music the signal 
should be handled with the utmost care. This philosophy creates a musical performance that’s as 
close as possible to the original recording. The new Arcam SonLink uses the Arcam rLink DAC housed 
in a custom built enclosure with internal wiring. It delivers the perfect audio upgrade for the market 
leading Sonos Connect or ZP90 Zoneplayer products. 

Thousands of Sonos owners are already enjoying the astounding sound quality delivered in combina-
tion with an Arcam rDAC. The new SonLink combines the ease of use of this platform with Arcam’s 
legendary sound quality in a discrete, add on unit. The result is a simple and easy to use, upgraded 
music source that offers a massive boost in performance at a price that offers excellent value for 
money.


